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A personal poetry collection is something written by a 
poet for posterity. This, however, is far from being that
sort of thing. I have merelt recorded, just as I happened
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While his Majesty Emperor
Takakura was still on the throne....
it would have been perhaps
the fourth year of Joan
he visited the apartments of the 
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on that day he in his normal attire
and she in full court dress seemed to me....quite dazzling
and as I watched
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The Empress looked inexpressibly
beautiful and young.... wearing a gown
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a top gown of brownish-yellow,
a pale pink underrobe...and a
green, Chinese jacket.....
woven with a pattern of
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Once on a bright,
moonlit night...
we could hear the Emperor
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and I remarked how
beautiful it was.
The Empress told him
how persistent I had been
in my adoration
The Emperor laughed and wrote this poem,
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was a constant visitor
at the Empress's quarters...
and used to sing and
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sometimes he would ask me
to play my zither too...
but I always replied that
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Sukemori came to Wisteria Hall
at the time of the Kamo Festival,
in the fourth month.
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but the colors 
stood out well,
and equipped as he was
for ceremonial guard duty...
and he looked
as beautiful...
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I wrote the following poem.... and pushed it towards him,
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I used to be amused by the various love affairs I saw around me or heard about,
though I myself had no thought of following everybody else in such behavior...
Destiny, however, is not to be avoided, and in spite of my resolve...I also came
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Sukemori insisted on giving me
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decorated with a picture of a small boat
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it had been pushed into a piece
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Once, while this affair was
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the crickets had been chirping
near the Empress's quarters
but then...at the 
close of autumn...
their cries came to an end and then I heard them still
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and the fitful winter
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Now, when I look back on it, the affair was not totally unhappy,
but right at the time, when I was in the middle of it, I felt
mortified and resentful...and was frequently depressed.
Meanwhile, with the turing of the year, the spring appeared




































Once, when we were staying in a mountain village,
we got up and went out in the dawn while the moon
still lingered in the sky. 
Seeing a morning glory blooming on the fence, I
thought...how sad it was... that is should flourish...
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Just around that time I noticed my zither
covered in dust. I longed terribly for the
times when I had been constantly playing
it and joining in concert with the flutes
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At the beginning I
really did not feel...
ours was a normal
sort of love affair...
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and I used to go 
to his mansion.
But then I heard that he was about to make
final arrangements for taking a wife!
I caught sight of an inkstone and drawing it
towards me, wrote this poem, fixing it to the
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Such was the upheaval
in our world...
at the time of the Juei and
Genryaku....


























































What can I say, what can I feel
about that autumn when I heard
that those whom I knew were soon
to be leaving for the capital?
Faced with the actual event we were all stunned...we could
only feel that it was just some indescribable dream.
At that time Sukemori was a First Secretary to the Emperor
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the sound of the wind I could only think of whatSukemori must be feeling,
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In the spring of the following
year, I finally heard that he
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How can I possibly
convey what I felt then.. I had already knownit would come to this...
and yet, I felt
completely dazed.. unable to hold backmy tears.
Try as I might to drive away all
memories of him, his image
stubbornly clung to me..and I
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Thought life has brought me nothing but painful recollections,
I have written down little by little those things that have chanced
to come to mind. I wrote these things intending that my eyes alone
should look on them.
but in my old age I was approached by the minister of Civil Affairs,
who told me he was making a collection of poems and asked me if
I had anything suitable. I was most grateful for this kindness of his
thinking of me as a poet, but was even more moved by his consideration
in asking me under what name I would like to be known. I could not
forget hat past, which now was so far away, so, of course, I replied:
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